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It's been a mere block away from me and I didn't care much until Thor became the latest rage
since
Wolverine. (Oh
wait...
W
olverine
wasn't exactly much of one, was it?) But once I saw the ad of
Thor
soda and slurpee cups being available at the 7 Eleven near me and finally a turn of warm
weather, it just seemed too perfect to resist. Having given up soda in the name of spandex I
decided to go back on this vow and pick up a Sif soda cup and fill it up with as much Strawberry
Banana flavored Crystal Light as my bladder could hold... and loved that cup enough to come
back for more!

When chief editor John came to visit me in Philadelphia, we decided to go all out and I was
heavily disappointed to find all of them gone besides the Sif soda and the Destroyer slurpee at
the 7 Eleven right next to me. Not having a tardis, a boom tube, or a fancy hammer to get me to
the next dimension; we decided to do what geeks do best – set out of seemingly pointless
quests in the name of conquer! Or rather, collect as many cups as we could.
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Two runs later we wound up with a nice collection each, but the Destroyer soda cup and the Sif
slurpee cup are still nowhere to be found anywhere around my ZIP code. (Brings back
memories of my frustration with collecting the Young Justice figures at McDonald's, gotta say!)
However, I'd like to point out that the cups are not the only thing that 7 Eleven is releasing for
Thor
. There's also collectible straws (of which John grabbed the Destroyer and I grabbed Sif) as well
as a special Slurpee called “Blue Lightning Blast” designed especially for the film by Hawaiian
punch.

Must say overall, I see it as a pretty clever marketing scheme. Detail-oriented folk such as
myself might note that 7 Eleven is visible in the second theatrical Thor trailer so it was a very
logical thing to do. Plus it gave me an excuse to fill up my apartment with more fandom goodies
– not exactly what I need as I'm moving to Florida shortly but let's be honest... how can a girl
like me resist something this awesome?

And if you don't like Thor but still like slurpees? Two options:
1.
Sell them on Ebay and make money. A Sif slurpee cup was found by yours truly for $12.99 +
shipping.
2.
Get said Sif slurpee cup so you can find the living address of a certain dark haired blogger and
her editor and be a hero (hint! hint!).
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